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Abstract
We consider linear hyperbolic boundary-value problems for second order systems, which can be written
in the variational form δL = 0, with
L[u] :=
∫ ∫ (|∂tu|2 −W(x;∇xu))dx dt,
F →W(x;F) being a quadratic form over Md×n(R). The domain of L is the homogeneous Sobolev space
H˙ 1(Ω × Rt )n, with Ω either a bounded domain or a half-space of Rd . The boundary condition inherent
to this problem is of Neumann type. Such problems arise for instance in linearized elasticity. When Ω is
a half-space and W depends only on F , we show that the strong well-posedness occurs if, and only if, the
stored energy
∫
Ω
W(∇xu)dx
is convex and coercive over H˙ 1(Ω)n. Here, the energy density W does not need to be convex but only
strictly rank-one convex. The “only if” part is the new result. A remarkable fact is that the classical charac-
terization of well-posedness by the Lopatinskiı˘ condition needs only to be satisfied at real frequency pairs
(τ, η) with τ  0, instead of pairs with τ  0. Even stronger is the fact that we need only to examine pairs
(τ = 0, η), and prove that some Hermitian matrix H(η) is positive definite. Another significant result is that
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410 D. Serre / Journal of Functional Analysis 236 (2006) 409–446every such well-posed problem admits a pair of surface waves at every frequency η = 0. These waves often
have finite energy, like the Rayleigh waves in elasticity. When we vary the density W so as to reach non-
convex stored energies, this pair bifurcates to yield a Hadamard instability. This instability may occur for
some energy densities that are quasi-convex, contrary to the case of the pure Cauchy problem, as shown in
several examples. At the bifurcation, the corresponding stationary boundary-value problem enters the class
of ill-posed problems in the sense of Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg. For bounded domains and variable
coefficients, we show that the strong well-posedness is equivalent to a Korn-like inequality for the stored
energy.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let W be a quadratic form on the space Md×n(R) of d × n matrices with real entries. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume in this introduction that the spatial domain is a half-space:
Ω := Rd−1 × (0,+∞). Bounded domains will be considered in Section 7. We consider the
stored energy functional
W[u] :=
∫
Ω
W(∇xu) dx
for a field u :Ω → Rn. In the context of Calculus of Variation, this energy is associated to a
second order differential operator P :H 1(Ω)n → H−1(Ω)n defined by
(Pu)j = −
d∑
α=1
∂α
(
∂W
∂Fαj
(∇xu)
)
, j = 1, . . . , n,
and to the Neumann-type boundary operator B , defined by
(Bu)j := ∂W
∂Fdj
(∇xu), j = 1, . . . , n.
Recall that when Pu ∈ L2(Ω)n, then Bu is in H−1/2(∂Ω)n.
We are concerned in this paper with the evolution boundary-value problem (IBVP) associated
with the Lagrangian
L[u] :=
∫
R
(Ek[u] −W[u])dt,
where
Ek[u] :=
∫
Ω
1
2
|∂tu|2 dx
is the kinetic energy. Such an IBVP has the form
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Bu= g (x ∈ ∂Ω, t ∈ R) (2)
with P and B as above.
In practical situations, W is not quadratic and Ω is a general domain, say a bounded one.
However, it is well known from the works by Kreiss [10], Sakamoto [15] and Majda [12] that the
well-posedness of a general IBVP is intimately related to that of IBVPs with frozen coefficients
in half-spaces, obtained by linearization about uniform states. This explains the relevance of
problem (1), (2) where P and B are linear with constant coefficients and Ω is a half-space. Such
a problem is a building block in the general theory. In general, passing from the constant coeffi-
cient case to the variable coefficient case requires much involved tools, like pseudo-differential
estimates, symbolic symmetrizers and so on. This passage will be much simpler in the situation
studied here, as shown in Section 7.
We point out that the right-hand side f,g have a variational origin, if we add integrals
∫
R
∫
Ω
f · udx dt and
∫
R
∫
∂Ω
g · udy dt
to the Lagrangian. As suggested by these expressions, we denote by x the space variable interior
in Ω and by y the variable along the boundary ∂Ω . Therefore x = (y, xd).
Throughout this paper, we make the minimal assumption that the wave-like operator ∂2t + P
is hyperbolic.2 This amounts to saying that W is strictly rank-one convex, which means that for
every F in Md×n(R),
(rkF = 1) ⇒ (W(F) > 0). (3)
If W is convex, then it is obviously rank-one convex. Rank-one convexity amounts to saying
that the stored energy W is convex over H˙ 1(Rd)n, when the domain is the whole space Rd
instead of a half-space. Let us recall that W is polyconvex3 if it is the sum of a convex quadratic
form W0 and of a form that vanishes on the cone of rank-one matrices. The latter forms are
called (quadratic) null-Lagrangians or null-forms. Such null-forms do not contribute to the stored
energy if Ω = Rd , but contribute through boundary integrals when Ω is a general domain. In
other words, a null-form does not contribute to the operator P, but contributes to the boundary
operator B . Quadratic null-forms are linear combinations of 2 × 2 minors of F . Polyconvexity
obviously implies rank-one convexity, and the converse is true if and only if min{d,n} 2 (see
[16,18]).
When the stored energy W is convex and the boundary condition is homogeneous (that is
g ≡ 0), then the IBVP admits a convex total energy
E = Ek +W .
2 Some specialists say strongly hyperbolic.
3 The definition of polyconvexity, due to J. Ball, is more elaborated for general (non-quadratic) functions W .
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dU
dt
+AU = f˜ , U := (∂tu,∇xu),
where A is a maximal4 monotone operator over L2(Ω)(d+1)n, this space being endowed with
the norm induced by E . Therefore the homogeneous initial boundary-value problem (IBVP) is
well-posed, in the sense that −A generates a continuous semi-group of contractions with respect
to the norm E . Actually, because of conservativity, it generates a group of E-isometries (St )t∈R.
Given a in the domain of A, t → Sta =: U(t) is the unique strong solution of U ′ + AU = 0
such that U(0) = a. Then St is extended to L2 by density, thanks to the contractivity. When f is
non-zero, the homogeneous IBVP is solved through the Duhamel’s principle
U(t) = StU(0)+
t∫
0
St−τ f˜ (τ ) dτ.
This solution satisfies the well-known a priori estimate
e−2γ T
∥∥∇x,tu(T )∥∥2L2 + γ
T∫
0
e−2γ t
∥∥∇x,tu(t)∥∥2L2 dt
 C
(∥∥∇x,tu(0)∥∥2L2 + 1γ
T∫
0
e−2γ t
∥∥f (t)∥∥2
L2 dt
)
, (4)
where C is a finite number, independent of either (u,f ), or γ > 0 and T > 0. We point out that
this estimate shares the scaling invariance of the IBVP.
Droping the convexity/coercivity assumption for W , we say that the homogeneous IBVP is
strongly well-posed if it satisfies an estimate of the form (4). This is the same inequality than that
considered by Kreiss or Sakamoto, except for the boundary terms, which must be absent in our
homogeneous case. The main goal of this paper is to characterize these variational problems that
are strongly well-posed. We show that they are precisely those for which the stored energy W is
coercive over H˙ 1(Ω).
Of course, this does not mean that W be convex over Md×n(R). Therefore there is a need of
a practical tool in order to characterize the densities W that yield strongly well-posed IBVPs. In
the context of general hyperbolic IBVPs, the appropriate concept is that of Lopatinskiı˘ condition.
This is an algebraic property, which must be checked at every non-zero frequency pair (τ, η),
with τ  0 (the uniform Lopatinskiı˘ condition) and η ∈ Rd−1. The situation turns out to be
much simpler in our variational context: we show that it is sufficient to check the Lopatinskiı˘
condition at real pairs (τ, η) ∈ Rd \ {0,0}. We find an even simpler characterization in terms of
the simple modes of the stationary equation: if η ∈ Rd−1, the equation
P
[
eiη·yv(xd)
]= 0
4 There are several proofs of maximality. The simplest one uses Lax–Milgram theorem.
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tions that vanish at +∞ (stable solutions) has dimension n and is characterized by a first-order
ODE v′ = P(0, η)v, where the zero refers to τ = 0 and P(0, η) is the “stable” solution of a
quadratic matrix equation. To P(0, η), we associate by an explicit formula a Hermitian ma-
trix H(η). Then the IBVP is strongly well-posed if, and only if, H(η) is positive definite for
every η = 0.
When the boundary data g is non-zero, the situation is not so nice. On the one hand, the
general IBVP does not fall into a semi-group framework. On the other hand, we usually ask for
additional boundary terms in estimate (4), both in right-hand side (where g enters) and in left-
hand side (where the trace of ∇x,tu is estimated). We show here that these strong estimates à la
Kreiss [10] and Sakamoto [15] never hold in our variational framework, due to the presence of
surface waves.
Let us consider for instance isotropic elasticity, where d  3 and the energy is given by
W(F) = λ
4
∣∣F + FT ∣∣2 + μ
2
(TrF)2. (5)
The parameters λ and μ must satisfy λ > 0 and 2λ + μ > 0 for strict rank-one convexity. If
moreover, λ + μ > 0, the IBVP admits surface waves (called Rayleigh waves in this case).
As mentioned above, such waves are incompatible with a strong well-posedness for the non-
homogeneous IBVP (1), (2). We shall see that the situation is even worse if λ+μ< 0 < 2λ+μ,
where there is a Hadamard instability. This reveals the fact that W is not convex on H 1(Ω) in
the latter case.
As mentioned above, our goal is to show that these phenomena occur for every IBVP in our
more general variational class. In particular, we explain the way an IBVP passes from well-
posedness to ill-posedness as we vary the coefficients of W . The typical scenario is that a pair
±ρ of time frequencies5 of surface waves bifurcates to imaginary frequencies through a quadratic
branching at the origin. This happens when the corresponding elliptic problem
Pu= f (x ∈ Ω), Bu = g (x ∈ ∂Ω)
enters the region of ill-posedness in the sense of Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg [1].
We conclude this paper with the important case where the domain is bounded and the energy
density depends explicitly on the space variable. Then we prove that the IBVP is strongly well-
posed if, and only if, each of the constant coefficients IBVPs associated with boundary points are
strongly well-posed. This result is obtained through the proof of a Korn-like inequality
W[u]
∫
Ω
(
|∇xu|2 −C|u|2
)
dx.
In conclusion, the well-posedness can be checked through algebraic calculations: computation
of the stable solution of a quadratic matrix equation, check of the positivity of a given Hermitian
matrix, all of them depending on y ∈ ∂Ω and on η ∈ Sd−2.
5 Corresponding to τ = ±iρ in the notations above.
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The role of convex stored energies is fundamental in the study of the homogeneous IBVP. As
mentioned in the introduction, there is a balance law for the total energy:
∂t
(
1
2
|∂tu|2 +W(∇xu)
)
−
d∑
α=1
n∑
j=1
∂α
(
∂tuj
∂W
∂Fαj
(∇xu)
)
= (∂tu) · f. (6)
WhenW is coercive on H˙ 1(Ω)n, the well-posedness is ensured by the Hille–Yosida theorem and
Duhamel’s formula, as long as g ≡ 0. Clearly, coerciveness implies strict convexity, although the
converse is not true.
The addition of a null-form to W modifies the stored energy W in general, because the inte-
gral of the minor ∂duj ∂αuk − ∂duk∂αuj over Ω equals a boundary integral. Such an addition,
although leaving the differential operator P unchanged, does modify the boundary operator B .
For this reason, when dealing with a specific IBVP, we are only free to add a tangential null-form
(TNF) to W . This terminology designates the linear combinations of minors FαjFβk − FαkFβj
when 1 α < β  d − 1 and 1 j < k  n. Mind that we do not allow the addition of a minor
of the form FdjFβk −FdkFβj . TNF may be identified with null-forms over M(d−1)×n(R), where
the latter is image of Md×n(R) under the projection π that ignores the last row. The addition of
a TNF to W does not modify W and therefore leaves (P,B) unchanged. If W is convex up to
such an addition, we say that W is convexifiable.
2.1. Convex and convexifiable energy densities
Our first result concerns the convexity of the energy density. It is void when d = 2 because
TNF are trivial in this case.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that min{d − 1, n}  2 (this is satisfied in particular in the real world,
where d = 3). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a tangential null-form W0 such that the modified density W +W0 is convex.
(2) W(F) is non-negative for every matrix F ∈ Md×n(R) such that π(F) has rank one.
Proof. The second statement is an obvious consequence of the first one, even for large d and n.
For the converse, let us assume that W(F) is non-negative for every matrix F ∈ Md×n(R) such
that π(F) has rank one. Writing G := π(F) and Y := (Fdj )1jn, we decompose W in the
following way:
W(F) :=Q(G)+ 2Φ(G,Y )+ q(Y ),
where Q and q are quadratic forms and Φ is bilinear. By assumption and continuity, q is
non-negative. If rkG = 1, then Φ(G, ·) must vanish on the kernel of q . By linearity, this
is true for every (d − 1) × n matrix G. Therefore there exist linear maps p :Rn → Rl and
φ : M(d−1)×n(R) → Rl , with p onto, such that
q(Y ) = ∣∣p(Y )∣∣2, Φ(G,Y ) = φ(G) · p(Y ).
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Q(G)+ 2φ(G) ·Z + |Z|2
takes non-negative values when Z ∈ Rl and G has rank one. This amounts to saying that the
quadratic form
Q(G)− ∣∣φ(G)∣∣2
is non-negative over the cone of rank-one matrices of size (d − 1)× n. Since we have min{d −
1, n}  2, this implies ([16, Theorem 2.3], see also [18]) that there exists a null-form Q0 over
M(d−1)×n(R) such that Q+(G) :=Q(G)− |φ(G)|2 +Q0(G) is non-negative. Hence the form
W(F)+Q0(G) =Q+(G)+
∣∣φ(G)+ p(Y )∣∣2
is non-negative. 
Example. Let us consider the energy of an isotropic elastic material, given by (5), which is
convex if and only if λ 0 and 2λ+μd  0, a condition that depends on the dimension. Rank-
one convexity holds if and only if λ 0 and 2λ+μ 0. It is easy to see that in this latter case,
there exists a null-form Q0 such that W + Q0 is convex; however, this fact is useless when the
physical domain has a non-trivial boundary, as in our case. The meaningful statement is that
when λ  0 and λ + μ  0 (an intermediate assumption if d  3)), W(G,Y ) is non-negative
when G has rank one, and therefore there exists a tangential null-form that can be added to W to
make it convex. For instance, in the extreme case μ= −λ (say that λ= 2), then
W(F) = 1
2
∣∣F + FT ∣∣2 − 2(TrF)2
= (F12 − F21)2 + (F23 + F32)2 + (F13 + F31)2 + (F33 − F11 − F22)2
+ 4(F12F21 − F11F22). (7)
The last term of the right-hand side is a TNF, and the rest is non-negative.
2.2. Convex stored energies in general
For more general energy densities, it may happen that W is convex, even though W is not
convexifiable in the sense given above. To study the convexity of W in a systematic way, we
perform a Fourier transform v =Fyu with respect to the tangential variables. This has the effect
to decouple the tangential frequencies. The following lemma is obvious, except for the notations:
we extend W to Mn(C) as a sesquilinear form. Thus W keeps real values. Additionally, we use
the same decomposition F = (G,Y ) as above.
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dimensional quadratic functional Iη is non-negative over H 1(0,+∞)n, for every vector η ∈
R
d−1:
Iη[v] :=
+∞∫
0
W(iη ⊗ v, v′) dxd .
Notice that when v =Fyu, then
Fy(∇yu) = iη ⊗ v, Fy(∂du) = v′.
We are thus led to the study of the convexity over H 1(0,+∞)n of functionals of the form
I [v] := 1
2
+∞∫
0
w(v, v′) dxd, (8)
where w :Cn × Cn → R is a sesquilinear form. In addition, the densities w satisfy
∃ > 0 s.t. w(v, iξv) (|η|2 + ξ2)|v|2, (9)
because of uniform rank-one convexity. Notice that if W1 and W2 differ only by a TNF, then
w1 =w2.
Let us decompose a general density w as
w(v, v′) = 〈Λv′, v′〉 + 2〈Av′, v〉 + 〈Σv,v〉, (10)
where 〈·,·〉 is the Hermitian product in Cn and Λ and Σ are Hermitian positive definite, because
of (9). We point out that in our variational context, Λ, Σ =Ση and iA = iAη have real entries.
Here, we give a sufficient condition for the convexity of W , which will be shown necessary
in Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 2.2. Let the functional I be defined by (8), (10). Assume that there exists a non-negative
Hermitian n× n matrix K , with the property that the (2n)× (2n) Hermitian matrix
S :=
(
Σ A+K
A∗ +K Λ
)
(11)
be non-negative. Then I is convex over H 1(0,+∞)n.
If S is positive definite, then I is coercive.
Proof. Let wS be the sesquilinear form associated to S. Then
I [v] = 1
2
+∞∫ (
wS(v, v
′)− 2〈Kv′, v〉)dxd.
0
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I [v] = 1
2
+∞∫
0
wS(v, v
′) dxd + 12
〈
Kv(0), v(0)
〉
.
When K and S are non-negative, the right-hand side is non-negative. If, moreover, S is positive
definite, then I dominates the H 1-norm. 
3. Fourier–Laplace analysis
The most efficient method6 to study the well-posedness of a constant coefficients IBVP in a
half-space is to perform a Fourier transform in the tangential variables y and a Laplace transform
in the time variable (see [10,15]). With the notations of the previous section, this yields the ODE
τ 2v −Λv′′ + (Aη −A∗η)v′ +Σηv = 0, (12)
where we keep track of the dependency of the matrices upon the frequency η. We recall that Λ
and Σ are symmetric matrices with real entries, and that Aη = iA(η) where A(η) ∈ Mn(R).
The advantage of the Fourier transform in y is that both the IBVP and the estimate decouple.
Thus we are led to the equivalent question whether a collection of IBVPs in 1 + 1 dimension is
strongly well-posed, with a constant C independent of η in the estimate. Each IBVP is obtained
by replacing ∇y by iη in the differential operator P and the boundary operator B . The reduced
system is
∂2t u−Λu′′ +
(
Aη −A∗η
)
u′ +Σηu = fη,
while the reduced boundary condition is
Bˆ(η)u :=Λu′(0)+A∗ηu(0) = 0. (13)
The needed estimate is
e−2γ T
∥∥(η ⊗ u,u′)(T )∥∥2
L2 + γ
T∫
0
e−2γ t
∥∥(η ⊗ u,u′)(t)∥∥2
L2 dt
 C
(∥∥(η ⊗ u,u′)(0)∥∥2
L2 +
1
γ
T∫
0
e−2γ t
∥∥fη(t)∥∥2L2 dt
)
. (14)
The estimate above implies classically that the problem (12), together with boundary condi-
tion Λv′(0)+A∗ηv(0) = 0 and v(+∞) = 0 does not admit a non-trivial solution, when τ > 0.
6 In the sense that it always gives the right result. On specific situations, other methods, from semi-group theory for
instance, may be faster.
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tions
uκ(x, t) := eκτ t v(κxd) (κ > 0),
whose growth rate κτ turns out to be unbounded, revealing a Hadamard instability.
The estimate (14) actually gives a little bit more, because the boundary frequencies τ = 0
do play a role in the theory. At least, we easily see that if v satisfies (12) with τ = 0, together
with Λv′(0)+A∗ηv(0) = 0 and v(+∞) = 0, then u(xd, t) := tv(xd) is a solution of the reduced
IBVP with fη ≡ 0, u(0) ≡ 0 and u′(0) ≡ v. Then taking γ = 1/T and letting T → +∞ violates
(14). We conclude that for the homogeneous IBVP to be strongly well-posed, one needs the
Lopatinskiı˘ property at τ = 0 too. This is a non-trivial fact, related to the special form of the
problems studied here, since this kind of well-posedness does not need the uniform Lopatinskiı˘
property. See Section 4.2 for a related look at the point τ = 0.
Remark that since Λ is positive definite, the energy Iη is coercive for η = 0. By Hille–Yosida,
the corresponding reduced IBVP is strongly well-posed. Therefore one needs only to consider
η = 0 in the sequel.
3.1. The stable subspace
Assuming that W was strictly rank-one convex, we have at least Λ > 0n, thus (12) is gen-
uinely of second-order and its solution space has dimension 2n. Actually ∂2t + P is hyperbolic
and therefore it is classical that when η and τ vary in such a way that η ∈ Rd−1 and τ > 0, then
the space of solutions of (12) splits into a stable and an unstable subspaces, of which the dimen-
sions do not depend on (η, τ ). Stable (respectively unstable) means that the elements v of the
corresponding subspace satisfy v(+∞) = 0 (respectively v(−∞) = 0). When η = 0 and τ = 1,
the equation reduces to v −Λv′′ = 0 and therefore both subspaces have dimension n. In the se-
quel, we denote by E(τ,η) the space of values taken by (v(x), v′(x)) when v runs over the space
of stable solutions. This is an n-dimensional subspace of C2n, called the stable subspace of (12).
This analysis is valid more generally when (τ, η) runs over a connected set U , provided the
central subspace remains trivial for every (τ, η) in U . This means that the equation
det
(
τ 2In + ξ2Λ+ iξ
(
Aη −A∗η
)+Ση)= 0 (15)
does not have a real root ξ . The set U that we have in mind is the union of the right and left
half-planes τ = 0, with the set of pairs (iρ, η) defined by ρ ∈ R and |ρ| < h(η), where
h(η) :=
√
min
ξ∈R λ−
(
ξ2Λ+ iξ(Aη −A∗η)+Ση). (16)
We point out that U is a connected open conical set. The mapping (τ, η) → E(τ,η) is analytic.
In particular, it is holomorphic in τ . Of course, we shall be interested only in parameters such
that τ  0, which means either τ > 0, or (elliptic points of the frequency boundary) τ = iρ
with ρ ∈ (−h(η),h(η)).
We now prove that whenever such a τ is the square root of a real number, then E(τ,η) can be
parametrized by the component v, in the sense that there exists a matrix P = P(τ, η) ∈ Mn(C)
such that v′ = Pv on E. Since dimE(τ,η) = n, this implies that E(τ,η) is exactly the solution
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has negative real parts. Additionally, P(τ, η) must solve the quadratic equation
τ 2In −ΛP 2 +
(
Aη −A∗η
)
P +Ση = 0n. (17)
We begin with
Lemma 3.1. Let τ be a large enough real number. Then Eq. (17) admits a unique solution P
among the matrices of which the spectrum has a negative real part (stable matrices).
This solution has the following properties:
(1) ΛP +A∗ is Hermitian.
(2) P is a (Λ,Σ + τ 2In)-isometry, in the sense that
P ∗ΛP =Σ + τ 2In. (18)
Proof. Let  denote 1/τ and let us define Q := P . Then the equation may be rewritten as
ΛQ2 = In + 2(A−A∗)Q+ 2Σ.
In the limit when  → 0, this equation reduces to Q2∞ = Λ−1. Since Λ is Hermitian and non-
singular, there exists a polynomial T (X) with non-zero simple roots, such that T (Λ−1) = 0.
Any solution of the limit equation satisfies T (Q2∞) = 0. The roots of Y → T (Y 2) being simple,
Q∞ is diagonalizable. This tells us that the solutions are of the form Q∞ = U(Λ) where U is
a polynomial that satisfies U(λ)2 = 1/λ for every eigenvalue λ of Λ. Since the spectrum of the
Q∞ must be of non-positive real part, we need U(λ) = −λ−1/2, that is Q∞ = −Λ−1/2.
We now apply the Implicit Function theorem to the non-linear map
(,Q) → ΛQ2 − In + 2(A−A∗)Q− 2Σ,
C × Mn(C) → Mn(C).
The Q-differential at (0,Q∞) is
M → Λ(Q∞M +MQ∞).
Since Λ is non-singular and the sum of two eigenvalues of Q∞ may not vanish (it must be
negative), this differential is non-singular. We thus obtain the existence and uniqueness part.
We emphasize that the unique stable solution P depends analytically on τ 2 in a neighbourhood
of infinity.
Let us define now a matrix R := α+ΛP where α := 12 (A∗ −A) is skew-Hermitian. Then the
equation can be rewritten as
(R + α)Λ−1(R − α)=Σ + τ 2In. (19)
When τ is real, the right-hand side is Hermitian. Thus, taking the Hermitian adjoint of (19), we
obtain
(R∗ + α)Λ−1(R∗ − α) =Σ + τ 2In.
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solution of (17). Since P ∼ −τΛ−1/2, we have P1 ∼ −τΛ−1/2, and therefore the spectrum of
P1 has a negative real part for τ large enough. From the uniqueness part, we deduce that P1 = P ,
which means R∗ =R. Hence R is Hermitian.
Knowing that R is Hermitian, we may recast (19) into (18). 
Fixing η ∈ R (say η = 0 since the case η = 0 is rather trivial), we consider the maximal
subinterval Jη = (α,+∞) of (−h(η)2,+∞) on which there is an analytical function z → P(z),
such that P(z) is a stable solution of (17) with τ 2 = z. Lemma 3.1 ensures that Jη is non-void. By
analyticity, the properties stated in Lemma 3.1 remain valid over Jη. In particular P(z) remains
uniformly bounded over this interval, because of (18).
Differentiating (17) along Jη, we have
ΛP
dP
dz
+ΛdP
dz
P + (A∗ −A)dP
dz
= In.
Because of Lemma 3.1, part (1), this equation may be written as a Lyapunov equation for the
unknown ΛP ′:
P ∗ΛdP
dz
+ΛdP
dz
P = In. (20)
Since P is a stable matrix, this equation has a unique solution, given by
Λ
dP
dz
= −
+∞∫
0
exP
∗
exP dx. (21)
This formula shows the following monotonicity property.
Lemma 3.2. The map z → ΛP(z) + A∗η is monotonous decreasing for the natural order of
Hermitian matrices.
Equation (21) may be viewed as an ODE for z → P(z), with domain the set of stable matrices.
Notice that every solution of (21) satisfies Eq. (17) for z = τ 2 and some constant matrices A
and Σ , the latter being Hermitian. To see this, differentiate P(z)∗ΛP(z) and deduce that Σ :=
P(z)∗ΛP(z)− zIn is constant. Then
ΛP − (zIn +Σ)P (z)−1 =ΛP(z)− P(z)∗Λ
is skew-Hermitian and constant (differentiate again). Thus there exists an A such that the left-
hand side equals A−A∗. Notice that ΛP(z)+A∗ is Hermitian.
From the above remark and Lemma 3.1, it becomes clear that (Jη; z → P) is the maximal
solution of the ODE (21) that is defined up to +∞. Because of the bound given by (18), this
solution remains uniformly bounded and therefore Jη equals (−h(η)2,+∞).
We summarize our results in the following statement.
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quadratic matrix equation (17) admits a unique solution P(τ, η) among stable matrices, with
the following properties:
• ΛP +A∗η is Hermitian, that is ΛP − P ∗Λ =Aη −A∗η;
• P ∗ΛP =Σ + τ 2In;
• τ 2 →ΛP(τ,η)+A∗η is decreasing for the order of Hermitian matrices.
Remark.
• A similar analysis works for the unstable solution Pu of (17). In particular ΛPu + A∗ is
Hermitian. However, there is no reason why the other solutions of (17) have this property.
Likewise, only the stable and the unstable solutions satisfy (18).
• When τ 2 ∈ (−h(η)2,+∞), the stable space is given by the equation v′ = P(τ, η)v.
The above analysis also ensures that the limit P0(η) := P(−h(η)2) exists. We discuss in which
way P0(η) is not a stable matrix.
Proposition 3.1. The matrix P0(η) admits a pure imaginary eigenvalue iξ0 (ξ0 ∈ R). The asso-
ciated eigenvector X0 can be chosen in Rn. Finally, the Hermitian form defined by ΛP0(η)+A∗
vanishes at X0.
Proof. Since P(z) is a stable matrix for z > −h(η)2, the spectrum of P0(η) has a non-positive
real part. Likewise, the first-order ODE v′ = P0(η)v defines an n-dimensional invariant subspace
within the solution space of (12) where τ = ih(η). If P0(η) was stable, then ih(η) would be an
interior point of the elliptic interval, which is false. Therefore P0(η) must have a pure imaginary
eigenvalue, say iξ0, ξ0 ∈ R. Let X0 be an associated eigenvector. From Eq. (17), and with Aη =
iA(η), we have (
ξ20Λ− ξ0
(
A(η)+A(η)T )+Ση − h(η)2In)X0 = 0. (22)
Since the matrix in this equality has real entries, we may choose X0 in Rn.
Recall that h(η)2 is the least among the numbers
λ−
(
ξ2Λ+ iξ(Aη −A∗η)+Ση)
when ξ runs over R. In particular, we have that
ξ → g(ξ) :=X∗0
(
ξ2Λ+ iξ(Aη −A∗η)+Ση)X0 − h(η)2|X0|2
is non-negative. Since (22) implies that g(ξ0) = 0, there follows that g′(ξ0) vanishes, which gives
ξ0X
T
0 ΛX0 =XT0 A(η)X0. (23)
Hence we have
X∗0
(
ΛP0(η)+A∗
)
X0 =XT0
(
iξ0Λ− iA(η)T
)
X0 = 0,
proving the claim. 
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when the characteristics have constant multiplicities. Under the latter assumption, the limit of
E(τ,η) exists at (ih(η0), η0), without any restriction about (τ, η) ∈ U , while our result concerns
only the limit along an interval. We recall that points like (ih(η0), η0) are glancing points.
Proposition 3.1 tells that ΛP0(η)+A∗η cannot be negative definite. We shall see later on that
it may be non-positive. In such a case, the identity X∗0(ΛP0(η) +A∗η)X0 = 0 implies that X0 is
an eigenvector:
(
ΛP0(η)+A∗η
)
X0 = 0. (24)
Then Eqs. (24) and (17) yield
(
Ση − h(η)2In − ξ0A(η)
)
X0 = 0. (25)
In other words, we have
(
Λ A∗η
Aη Ση − h(η)2In
)(
iξ0X0
X0
)
= 0. (26)
3.2. The Lopatinskiı˘ determinant
The boundary operator becomes after Fourier–Laplace transformation
Bˆ(η)v :=Λv′(0)+A∗ηv(0).
For the IBVP to be C∞-well-posed, it is necessary and sufficient that whenever η ∈ Rd−1 and
τ > 0, every stable solution of (12) satisfying Bˆ(η)v = 0 vanishes identically (see [9]). This
is the so-called Lopatinskiı˘ condition, which amounts to saying that Bˆ(η) :E(τ,η) → Cn is an
isomorphism for all pairs (τ, η) as above. The Lopatinskiı˘ condition at point (τ, η) can be written
as (τ,η) = 0 where the Lopatinskiı˘ determinant  is defined by
(τ,η) := det(ΛP(τ,η)+A∗η), (27)
provided a stable solution P(τ, η) (necessarily unique) of (17) exists. Because of Theorem 3.1,
this holds true at least when τ 2 ∈ (−h(η)2,+∞).
Remark. The Euler–Lagrange equations of the extremum problem studied in the next section
consist of the ODE (12), together with the boundary condition
Λv′(0)+A∗ηv(0) = 0, (28)
that is Bˆ(η)v(0) = 0. Therefore the existence of a non-trivial solution v0 given in Theorem 5.1
implies that (
√−β,η)= 0.
From Theorem 3.1, we have the following remarkable property.
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τ 2 over the interval (−h(η)2,+∞), continuous over [−h(η)2,+∞).
Remark. The fact that the Lopatinskiı˘ determinant is a real-valued function along R+ leaves
the possibility to define a stability index as in [8], even when η = 0. A stability index arises for
boundary layers or shock layers in viscous systems of conservation laws. This index, as defined
by Gardner and Zumbrun, concerns the stability of a layer U(xd) under initial disturbances of the
form δu0(xd); it counts the changes of sign of the so-called Evans function between the origin
and +∞, using the fact that this function is real-valued when τ ∈ R+ and η = 0. Thus it makes
sense only for one-dimensional systems. It was shown in [8] (one-dimensional case) and in [19]
(multi-dimensional case) that the Evans function is “tangent” to the Lopatinskiı˘ determinant at
the origin. Thus there is a hope to generalize the stability index to every Fourier frequency, in the
variational case.
3.3. Continuation of the Lopatinskiı˘ determinant to the hyperbolic region
We have shown in previous works [4,17] that the generalized stable space E(iρ,η), defined
as the limit of E(iρ + , η) as  → 0+, has a basis made of “real” vectors when ρ is real and
large enough (hyperbolic region of the frequency boundary). Since the works cited above dealt
with first-order systems
∂tu+
∑
α
Aα∂αu = 0,
we need to explain what a “real vectors” means in the context of second-order systems. Since we
can go back to the first-order by choosing the new variable (∂tu,∇xu), a “real vector” must be
understood as a vector of the form
(
v′
v
)
=
(
iμv
v
)
for some real number μ and real vector v ∈ Rn.
The property of reality allowed us to define an (equivalent and not canonical) Lopatinskiı˘
determinant, in such a way that it was a real analytic function of ρ in this region. This property,
which is true for every hyperbolic IBVP, applies to the class of variational IBVPs. Remark that
on the contrary, Theorem 3.2 holds true only for the class of variational IBVPs.
In the latter class, one may wander whether our canonical definition (27) of the Lopatinskiı˘
determinant is real analytic in the hyperbolic region too, defined by τ = iρ with
ρ2 > min
ξ∈R λ+
(
ξ2Λ− ξ(A(η)+A(η)T )+Ση). (29)
We can see that it is true, up to a factor (
√−1)n. As a matter of fact, in the hyperbolic region the
matrix P(iρ, η) takes the form iM(ρ,η) where M is a solution of the equation
ΛM2 − (A(η)+A(η)T )M +Σ = ρ2In, (30)
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of the polynomial
X → det(ρ2In −X2Λ+X(A(η)+A(η)T )−Ση)
are real. Actually, these are the eigenvalues of the matrix
M0 :=
(
Λ−1(A(η)+A(η)T ) Λ−1(ρ2In −Ση)
In 0n
)
.
Conjugation of M0 by
(
Λ1/2 −ξΛ1/2
0n ξΛ1/2
)
,
yields the matrix
M(ξ) :=
(
S ξ−1T
ξIn In
)
with
S :=Λ−1/2(A(η)+A(η)T )Λ−1/2 − ξIn, T := ξS +Λ−1/2(ρ2In −Σ)Λ−1/2.
By assumption, there exists a ξ ∈ R such that T is positive definite. Then conjugation of ξM(ξ)
by diag{ξIn, T 1/2} yields the matrix
(
ξS ξT 1/2
ξT 1/2 ξIn
)
.
The latter, being Hermitian, is diagonalizable with a real spectrum. This proves the claim, and
the fact that every solution of (30) belongs to Mn(R). Of course, only that one associated to the
eigenvalues iμ which enter into the right half-plane when τ increases is relevant.
Let us denote this matrix by M(ρ,η). Then definition (27) can be extended, and yields
(iρ,η) = in det(ΛM(ρ,η)−A(η)T ),
where the matrix in the determinant has real entries, hence the determinant is a real number. We
leave open the fact that the matrix P(τ, η) can be defined continuously and analytically along a
neighbourhood of the real axis within the right half-plane. In this case, we should have a unique
analytic function, real-valued along R and along (−ih(η), ih(η)), and real-valued up to the factor
in in the far field of the imaginary axis. A typical example of such a function is τ → √τ 2 + 1,
which is real for τ ∈ (−i,+i) and pure imaginary in the rest of the imaginary axis.
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Theorem 3.3. The function z →(√z, η) vanishes at least once in [−h(η)2,+∞), and at most
n − 1 times in (−h(η)2,+∞). The largest zero is the number a such that ΛP(a) + A∗ is non-
positive and singular.
If ΛP(0)+A∗ has a positive eigenvalue, then the IBVP is strongly unstable.
Remark. In particular, the so-called uniform Lopatinskiı˘ condition is never satisfied, except in
one space dimension, since (τ,η) must vanish somewhere in τ  0, (τ, η) = (0,0). This
implies that the estimates in the non-homogeneous IBVP (g ≡ 0 in (2)) do suffer a loss of deriv-
atives.
Proof. The signature of ΛP(z) + A∗ varies monotonically and (√z, η) vanishes only when
this signature changes. Thus it may vanish at most n times in (−h(η)2,+∞), and this maxi-
mum is achieved when ΛP0(η)+A∗η is positive definite. However, Proposition 3.1 rules out this
possibility. Likewise Proposition 3.1 prevents ΛP0(η) + A∗η to be negative definite, whence the
existence of one zero at least in [−h(η)2,+∞).
By continuity and monotonicity, (√z, η) does not vanish in (a,+∞) when ΛP(a) + A∗
is non-positive. The last claim is the special case a = 0; under the assumption, the Lopatinskiı˘
condition is not satisfied. 
3.5. The converse to Theorems 2.2 and 3.3
Let S(K) be the matrix occurring in Theorem 2.2. We begin with the observation that if we
choose K = −(ΛP (a)+A∗), which is Hermitian, then the identities (17) and (18) imply that
S(K) =
(
P(a)∗
−In
)
Λ
(
P(a),−In
)− a( In 0n
0n 0n
)
,
which is positive definite when a < 0.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that (·, η) does not vanish over R+. Then there exists a positive
definite Hermitian matrix K , such that
S :=
(
Σ A+K
A∗ +K Λ
)
(31)
is positive definite.
Proof. Under the assumption, Theorem 3.3 tells that ΛP(0) + A∗ is negative definite. By con-
tinuity, there exists a negative a such that ΛP(a)+A∗ is negative definite too, whence K > 0n
and S > 02n in the computation above. 
This proposition has a remarkable consequence for the characterization of strongly well-posed
homogeneous IBVP. We recall that a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the strong
well-posedness is that the Lopatinskiı˘ property be satisfied for every pair (τ, η) with either
τ > 0 or τ = 0. In particular, it must hold true when τ ∈ R+. We want to prove a converse
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Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2.2, we see that the functional I defined by (8) is convex and coer-
cive over H 1(R+). Thus we may apply the Hille–Yosida theorem and obtain the well-posedness
of the homogeneous IBVP at fixed η, in 1 + 1 dimension. In turn, this well-posedness ensures
that the Lopatinskiı˘ property holds true for every τ > 0. We summarize this analysis in the
following statement.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that (·, η) does not vanish over R+. Then
Iη[v] := 12
+∞∫
0
w(v, v′) dxd
is convex and coercive over H 1(R+). In particular:
• The corresponding homogeneous IBVP at frequency η is well-posed in H 1(R+).
• Bˆ(η) :E(τ,η) → Cn is an isomorphism when τ > 0.
• The same holds true in the non-elliptic part of the boundary τ = 0.
To our knowledge, it is the first time that a structural assumption yields the conclusion that a
strong instability (the vanishing of (τ,η) for some τ > 0, or more generally the Lopatinskiı˘
condition) must happen either for a real τ , or nowhere. We point out that Theorem 3.4 is a kind
of converse to Theorem 3.3, in the sense that if the homogeneous IBVP is strongly unstable,
then (·, η) must have a zero over R+, and therefore ΛP(0) + A∗ must have a non-negative
eigenvalue (presumably positive).
3.5.1. Well-posedness of the full homogeneous IBVP
We now let varying the space frequency η. Looking for a criterion of well-posedness for the
full homogeneous IBVP (1), (2) (thus with g ≡ 0), we make the natural assumption that  does
not vanish at all over R+ × R. As shown above, each Iη is convex and coercive over H 1(R+).
Let us remark that the various objects of the theory are homogeneous in their arguments. If κ is
a positive real number, then we have
A(κη) = κA(η), Σκη = κ2Ση, E(κτ, κη) =E(τ,η),
P (κτ, κη) = κP (τ, η), h(κη) = κh(η), (κτ, κη) = κ(τ, η).
Using these properties and the fact that the unit sphere of Rd−1 is compact, we see that the
number a = a(η) in the construction above can be chosen in the form a(η) = −|η|2, for a fixed
 > 0, small enough. We deduce that
Iη[v]C
+∞∫
0
(|v′|2 + |η|2|v|2)dxd, (32)
where C does not depend on η. Then inverse Fourier transform gives thatW dominates the norm
of H˙ 1(Ω). In conclusion, W is convex and coercive over H˙ 1(Ω). Whence our main result:
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equivalent to each other:
(1) The stored energy W is convex and coercive over H˙ 1(Ω).
(2) The homogeneous IBVP is strongly well-posed in H˙ 1(Ω).
(3) One has (τ,η) = 0 for every τ ∈ R+, η ∈ R \ {0}.
(4) For every η = 0, the Hermitian matrix H(η) := −(ΛP (0, η)+A∗η) is positive definite.
Proof. Essentially everything has been proved yet. We content ourselves to recall the main ar-
guments.
(1) ⇒ (2). Apply Hille–Yosida theorem.
(2) ⇒ (3). The strong well-posedness implies the Lopatinskiı˘ condition for τ > 0, whence
the special case of τ ∈ (0,+∞). We have seen the necessity of Lopatinskiı˘ for τ = 0 in the
introduction of Section 3.
(3) ⇒ (4). The assumption tells that the Hermitian matrix ΛP(τ,η)+A∗η is non-singular for
every τ ∈ R+. Since it is negative definite for τ large, it remains so for every τ  0, by continuity.
(4) ⇒ (1). In the present paragraph, we have shown that the assumption implies a uniform
inequality (32) for some  > 0, at least for η = 0. By continuity, it remains true for η = 0, whence
the coercivity of W . 
Remark. The matrix K(η) constructed above is homogeneous of degree one in η, but is not
linear in η in general. There is no special reason why a single non-tangential null-form could be
added to W in such a way that the new density and the boundary term be strictly convex.
3.6. The influence of non-tangential null-forms to W
We observe on the one hand that the matrix P(z) depends only on z, Ση and Aη = i2 (A∗η −
Aη) = 12 (A(η) + A(η)T ), but not on Aη, while the matrix ΛP(τ 2) + A∗η that enters in the
Lopatinskiı˘ determinant does involve Aη. On the other hand, the addition of a non-tangential
null-form is a mean for modifying Aη and only that. This remark is consistent with that made
above: the addition of a non-tangential null-form does not change the differential operator, but
modifies the boundary operator.
Recall that the matrix A(η) has real entries. Thus
Aη = i2
(
A(η)−A(η)T )
involves only the skew-symmetric part of A(η). Of course, h(η) depends on the symmetric part
of A(η), but not on its skew-symmetric part. It turns out that the non-tangential null-forms are
in one-to-one correspondence with the skew-symmetric matrices. Therefore playing with non-
tangential null-forms allows us to add to ΛP + A∗ an arbitrary matrix of the form iM , with
M ∈ Skewn(R).
Proposition 3.3. Given Λ, Ση and the symmetric part of A(η), one can choose the skew-
symmetric part in such a way that (±ih(η), η) vanishes.
In other words, given the energy density, one can add a null-form in such a way that
(±ih(η), η) vanishes.
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there exists a skew-symmetric matrix M with real entries such that MX0 = Y . If we replace A(η)
by A˜ :=A(η)−M , we obtain (ΛP0(η)+ A˜∗)X0 = 0, whence
det
(
ΛP0(η)+ A˜∗
)= 0,
as desired. 
Remark.
• There is no reason why the additional null-form of the proposition be independent of η. Thus
it is not possible in general to find a single null-form such that (±ih(η), η) = 0 for every η.
This could be achieved by adding a null-form, pseudo-differential in the tangential variables.
• One may wander whether it is possible to adjust the skew-symmetric part of A(η) in such a
way that ΛP0(η)+A∗η be non-positive. In this case, (
√
z, η) vanishes only at the extremity
−h(η)2, whence a well-posedness at frequency η, plus the property that the surface waves
have an infinite energy! We leave the reader check that such a choice is possible if, and
only if, the restriction of the Hermitian form X → X∗(ΛP0(η) + A∗η)X to real vectors is
non-positive.
4. Surface waves
Assume that a given hyperbolic IBVP satisfies the Lopatinskiı˘ condition, though not neces-
sarily in a uniform way. Let us assume also that the stable space E(τ,η) admits a continuous
extension E(iρ,η) at some boundary point (iρ, η). We say that the IBVP admits a surface wave
with frequency (ρ, η) if Bˆ(η) :E(iρ,η) → Cn is singular. This amounts to the existence of a
non-trivial solution v of (12) for τ = iρ, with the properties that Bˆ(η)v(0) = 0 and that v is
polynomially bounded at infinity. Then
u(x, t) := ei(ρt+η·y)v(xd)
is a solution of (1), (2) with f ≡ 0 and g ≡ 0. When v tends to zero at +∞, the decay is exponen-
tial and we say that the surface wave has finite energy. When E(iρ,η) equals the stable subspace
of (12), a surface wave at frequency (ρ, η) is automatically of finite energy. This is, of course,
the case when (iρ, η) lies in the elliptic region of the frequency boundary. Thus the existence of
a surface wave of elliptic frequency (ρ, η) is equivalent to (iρ,η) = 0. Theorem 3.3 tells that
if W is convex and coercive, a finite energy surface wave (FESW) must exist at space frequency
η for some time frequency ρ, except in the marginal case where ΛP0(η) + A∗η is non-positive.
A well-known example of FESW is the Rayleigh wave in isotropic elasticity.
See [3] for an analysis of the role of surface waves in the homogeneous IBVP. It is also
explained in [4] that among the class of strictly (or symmetric) hyperbolic IBVPs, the problems
that admit FESW are non-generic. They form a hypersurface in the space of hyperbolic IBVPs:
under a small perturbation in the differential operator, or in the boundary operator, the IBVP falls
either in the strongly well-posed class or in the strongly ill-posed class, generically. We shall
show below that this picture becomes false when the perturbation keeps our IBVP within the
class of variational problems (1), (2). Of course, this restriction is non-generic in the context of
[4], but does have a physical relevance.
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Let us assume that for a given strictly rank-one convex energy W0, the IBVP (1), (2) admits a
surface wave of finite energy for some frequency η. Then there exists a ρ0 ∈ (−h(η),h(η)) such
that (iρ0, η) = 0. Because of Lemma 3.2, there is a change in the signature of ΛP(iρ,η)+A∗η
across ρ0. Say that for  > 0 small enough, ΛP(i(ρ0 ± ), η) + A∗η are non-singular, and the
numbers p± of their positive eigenvalues satisfy p+ >p−.
When we make a small enough perturbation W = W0 + δW , the Hermitian matrices
ΛP(i(ρ0 ± ), η)+A∗η still have p± positive eigenvalues. Therefore there exist a ρ in (ρ0 − ,
ρ0 + ) such that ΛP(iρ,η) + A∗η be singular. Then (iρ,η)) = 0 and there exists a FESW at
frequency (ρ, η). This is the phenomenon of persistence of FESW. Remark that there may be
(and there are, generically) p+ −p− such roots ρ in the interval (ρ0 − ,ρ0 + ). Notice that the
same kind of persistence occurs when we perturb the frequency η (considering instead η + δη)
instead of the energy density.
Let us write η0 instead of η, and let us vary the space frequency. When p+ = p− + 1, ρ0 is
a simple root of (·, η0) in the unperturbed problem. Then there exists an analytic function
η → ρ(η) defined in a neighbourhood of η0, satisfying ρ(η0) = ρ0 and (ρ(η), η) = 0. If ρ
is globally defined, then the wave front of the trace of solutions of (∂2t + P)u ∈ C∞, along the
boundary {xd = 0}, is included in the characteristic cone
{
(ρ, η) ∈ R × Rd−1; ρ = ρ(η)}.
Finally, we point out that the dimension of the space of FESWs is related to (p−,p+):
Proposition 4.1. With the notations above, the dimension of the kernel of ΛP(iρ0, η)+A∗η, that
is the dimension of the space of FESWs at frequency (ρ0, η), equals p+ − p−.
Proof. When ρ → ρ0 − 0, ΛP(iρ,η) + A∗η has p− positive and n − p− negative eigenvalues.
Since this Hermitian matrix increases when ρ increases (notice that ρ → z = (iρ)2 is decreas-
ing!), we deduce by continuity that ΛP(iρ0, η)+A∗η has exactly p− positive eigenvalues. Letting
ρ → ρ0 + 0, we find likewise that ΛP(iρ0, η) + A∗η has exactly n − p+ negative eigenval-
ues. The dimension of its kernel being equal to the multiplicity of the null eigenvalue, it is
n− p− − (n− p+)= p+ − p−. 
4.2. Transition to instability
From Theorem 3.5, a transition towards instability happens precisely when the matrix H(η) =
−(ΛP (0, η) + A∗η) stops to be positive definite. This can be achieved for instance by choosing
Aη so as to have X∗(ΛP (0) + A∗η)X > 0 for some vector X, following an idea employed in
Section 3.6.
Of course, since the IBVP is ill-posed whenever there exists at least one frequency η for
which (·, η) has a root of positive real part, this transition happens when the sign of
min
{
λ−
(
H(η)
)
: η ∈ Sd−1}
changes.
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elliptic BVP
Lu= f in Ω, (33)
Bu = g on ∂Ω. (34)
Such problems have been studied systematically by Agmon et al. [1]. See also the seminal work
by Lopatinskiı˘ [11]. They show that a priori estimates are available if and only if a complement-
ing condition holds true at non-zero frequencies η. It turns out that this condition coincides with
(0, η) = 0 for all non-zero vector η ∈ Rd−1, where  is the Lopatinskiı˘ determinant. There-
fore, if a transition between well- and ill-posedness occurs at some hyperbolic IBVP, then the
corresponding elliptic BVP is ill-posed.
We warn the reader that the converse is not true when d  3, since the set of ill-posed elliptic
BVPs has a non-void interior (in the set of parameters). As a matter of fact, in most cases,
the vanishing of the function η → (0, η) at some point η0 = 0 means that the sign of this
function changes.7 Then a small perturbation in L or B yields a small perturbation in , so that
(0, ·) still vanishes somewhere and the modified elliptic BVP remains ill-posed. Within the
set of ill-posed elliptic BVPs in the sense of ADN, only those at the boundary may correspond
to a transition in the hyperbolic IBVP. More precisely, the complement function must vanish
somewhere, without changing sign.
We point out that this analysis leaves the possibility that the hyperbolic IBVP is ill-posed
while the steady elliptic BVP is well-posed. This possibility is confirmed by explicit examples;
see, for instance, Theorem 6.1.
5. An extremum problem
We solve in this section an abstract problem of extremum. Theorem 5.1 gives an alternate
proof of the fact that every variational IBVP either admits surface waves, or is unstable in the
Hadamard sense.
We start with a functional I as in (8), where w is a sesquilinear form satisfying (9). Let us
define the finite number
β := inf
v ≡0
I [v]
E[v] , E[v] :=
1
2
+∞∫
0
|v|2 dxd. (35)
We have the property that I − γE is convex over H 1(R+) if and only if γ  β . Testing with the
fields v of the form e−ωxdV , we immediately find the property
(ω 0) ⇒ (βIn Θ(ω)), Θ(ω) := |ω|2In −ωA− ω¯A∗ +Σ. (36)
In particular, we have
βIn Θ(iξ), ∀ξ ∈ R.
7 This is, of course, not the case if d = 2, because of homogeneity.
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minω0λ−
(
Θ(ω)
)
< min
ξ∈R λ−
(
Θ(iξ)
)
, (37)
we have the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Let us assume (9), together with the strict inequality
β < min
ξ∈R λ−
(
Θ(iξ)
)=: λ0. (38)
Then there exists a non-trivial v0 ∈H 1(R+) such that I [v0] = βE[v0].
Remark. The number λ0 is nothing but h(η)2.
Proof. Let us consider a minimizing sequence (vm)m0 of I [v] over the unit sphere of L2(R+).
We have
+∞∫
0
|vm|2 dxd = 1, I [vm] → β2 .
Since I + rE is coercive over H 1(R+) for a large enough r (because the corresponding density is
strictly convex), we know that vm is bounded in H 1(R+). Up to the extraction of a subsequence,
this sequence converges weakly in H 1 towards a limit v0 and therefore I [v0] β/2. If we can
prove that vm converges in the strong topology of L2, we shall have E[v0] = 1/2, whence I [v0] =
βE[v0] with v0 = 0.
The difficulty is, of course, that the domain (0,+∞) is not compact. To proceed, we use a
splitting that is reminiscent to Concentration–Compactness theory (see [5]). Actually, because of
the H 1-bound, there is no concentration at all. The question is whether the sequence of measures
v2m is tight or not. Thus we are concerned with the possibility of dichotomy. We use the following
technical result.
Lemma 5.1. Up to a subsequence, there exists a decomposition
vm = Vm + zm,
where Vm is compact in L2(R+) and the support of zm is contained in [Rm,+∞) with Rm →
+∞, and where
I [vm] ∼ I [Vm] + I [zm]. (39)
In particular, Vm converges towards v0 in L2(R+), and E[zm] → /2 for  := 1 − 2E[v0].
Since zm vanishes at the boundary, we can extend it as a function z˜m ∈ H 1(R) by z˜m(xd) = 0
if xd < 0. We now use the elementary fact that∫
w(z, z′) dxd  λ0
∫
|z|2 dxdR R
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λ0E[zm]. Passing to the limit in (39), we deduce
β
2
 lim I [Vm] + λ02 .
Since I + rE is convex, it is weakly lsc over H 1(R+). Using the fact that Vm converges H 1-
weakly and L2-strongly towards v0, we conclude that
I [v0] lim I [Vm] β − λ02 .
Finally, with I [v0] βE[v0] = β(1 − )/2, we obtain
(λ0 − β) 0.
The assumption (38) then implies  = 0, meaning that vm converges towards v0 strongly in
L2(R+). 
To complete the proof, we have to prove Lemma 5.1. For that purpose, we may assume that
vm converges towards v0 in the following senses: weakly in H 1(R+), strongly in L2loc(R+) and
almost everywhere. Let ψ ∈ C∞(R) be such that ψ(y) ≡ 0 for y −1 and ψ(y) ≡ 1 for y  1,
and 0ψ  1 everywhere. Define also χ := 1 − √1 −ψ . We shall choose
Vm(x) :=
(
1 −ψ(x − xm)
)1/2
vm(x), zm(x) := χ(x − xm)vm(x),
for a suitable sequence xm. We notice first that Vm → v0 almost everywhere provided
limxm = +∞. (40)
This implies that Vm converges weakly in L2 towards v0. In order to have the strong convergence,
we only need that E[Vm] → E[v0], which is equivalent to
lim
+∞∫
0
ψ(x − xm)
∣∣vm(x)∣∣2 dx = 1 − 2. (41)
Finally, the difference I [vm] − I [Vm] − I [zm] can be recast into
xm+1∫
xm−1
B(Vm, zm)dxd,
where B is a bilinear form with smooth coefficients, which involves the arguments and their first
derivatives. In order to satisfy (39), it is enough to have
lim
xm+1∫ (∣∣v′m∣∣2 + |vm|2)dxd = 0. (42)xm−1
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extraction to build a subsequence, still denoted by (vm)m1, such that
lim
m∫
0
|vm − v0|2 dxd = 0. (43)
From (43) and
m∫
0
|vm|2 dxd − 2= 
m∫
0
〈vm − v0, vm + v0〉dxd −
+∞∫
m
|v0|2 dxd,
we infer that
lim
m∫
0
|vm|2 dxd = 2, (44)
and therefore
lim
+∞∫
m
|vm|2 dxd = 1 − 2.
A trivial consequence of (43) is that
lim
am∫
0
|vm − v0|2 dxd = 0
for every sequence such that am <m. We choose for instance am =m/2, which has the properties
that both am and m− am tend to +∞. For such an am, the same argument as above yields
lim
am∫
0
|vm|2 dxd = 2,
and therefore
lim
bm∫
|vm|2 dxd = 0.
am
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hand, the length of this interval tends to +∞, while the integral
m−1∫
am+1
(∣∣v′m∣∣2 + |vm|2)dxd
remains bounded (as it is when we integrate over R+). Thus there exists a subinterval of length
two on which the integral is less than M/(m − am), thus tends to zero. We can choose xm the
center of this subinterval to satisfy condition (42).
Note. The calculations of Section 3.6 show that assumption (38) is often satisfied.
6. Examples
We point out that in most examples, we are able to compute E(τ,η) even for non-real τ 2,
thanks to the rather simple structure of the energy density. Remark that the Lopatinskiı˘ determi-
nants computed below are not those given by formula (27), since the explicit computation of the
matrix P may be cumbersome. We have followed the more classical way, where we compute an
explicit basis of the stable subspace. This method has the disadvantage that such a set of “in-
coming modes” may fail to be a basis at some frequency pairs (τ, η), whence spurious zeroes
of .
6.1. 2-dimensional wave-like systems
Let us fix n= d = 2. The density
W0(F ) := 12 |F |
2
yields the differential operator P =x ⊗ I2. Equation (12) is
u′′ = (τ 2 + η2)u,
and its stable subspace is given by
u′ = −ω(τ, η)u, ω(τ, η) :=
√
τ 2 + η2,
where the square root is that of positive real part. We recognize P(τ, η) = −ω(τ, η)I2, whence
P(0, η) = −|η|I2. In particular, h(η) = |η|.
Since A≡ 02 and Λ = I2, we have
ΛP(τ,η)+A∗η = −ω(τ, η)I2.
This is a negative real number when τ 2 ∈ (−h(η)2,+∞). Hence (√z, η) vanishes only at the
extremity z = −h(η)2. In conclusion, the IBVP is well-posed, with surface waves of infinite
energy.
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tor B . We thus consider the density
Wκ(F) := W0(F )+ κ detF.
The boundary operator associated to Wκ is thus
u →
(
∂2u1 − κ∂1u2,
∂2u2 + κ∂1u1
)
.
Using Fourier–Laplace variables, we deduce the Lopatinskiı˘ determinant
(τ,η;κ) = det
(−ω −iκη
iκη −ω
)
= τ 2 + (1 − κ2)η2.
As expected, (·, η;κ) is real analytic, with D(z,η;κ) = z+ (1 − κ2)η2. When η = 0, the root
(κ2 − 1)η2 of D(·, η;κ) has the same sign as κ2 − 1. Therefore the hyperbolic IBVP is ill-posed
for |κ| > 1, despite the fact that the corresponding elliptic BVP is well-posed within this range
of parameter (the effect of d = 2).
The transition towards instability occurs when κ = ±1. Say that κ = 1. The corresponding
elliptic BVP consists in xu = f for x2 > 0, together with the boundary conditions ∂2u1 −
∂1u2 = g1 and ∂2u2 +∂1u1 = g2. This is the Cauchy problem for the Cauchy–Riemann equations
in terms of the complex function γ := ∂1u2 − ∂2u1 + i(∂2u2 + ∂1u1):
∂γ
∂z¯
= f, γ = g.
This is the most known ill-posed problem.
6.2. 3-dimensional wave-like systems
In order to have a non-trivial family of ill-posed elliptic BVPs, we take n = d = 3 and we
form an energy density through the same strategy as above:
W(∇xu) := 12 |∇xu|
2 + ∂3u1V · ∇yu2 − ∂3u2V · ∇yu1 + ∂3u2Y · ∇yu3 − ∂3u3Y · ∇yu2
+ ∂3u3Z · ∇yu1 − ∂3u1Z · ∇yu3. (45)
Here, vectors V,Y,Z ∈ R2 are given and play the role of parameters. The differential operator is
L= −x ⊗ I3. The incoming modes are given by the equation
v′ = −ωv, ω =
√
τ 2 + |η|2,
whence P(τ, η) = −ω(τ, η)I3. The boundary operator is
u →
⎛
⎝ ∂3u1 + V · ∇yu2 −Z · ∇yu3∂3u2 + Y · ∇yu3 − V · ∇yu1
⎞
⎠ ,∂3u3 +Z · ∇yu1 − Y · ∇yu2
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v∗H(η)v = |η||v|2 + 2Y · η(v3v¯2)+ 2Z · η(v1v¯3)+ 2V · η(v2v¯1). (46)
The Lopatinskiı˘ determinant writes
(τ,η)=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−ω iV · η −iZ · η
−iV · η −ω iY · η
iZ · η −iY · η −ω
∣∣∣∣∣∣= ω
(
q(η)−ω2),
with
q(η) := (V · η)2 + (Y · η)2 + (Z · η)2. (47)
Let λ±(q) denote the eigenvalues of the quadratic form q . The roots of (·, η) are given by
τ = ±i|η| (for ω = 0), and by
τ 2 = q(η)− |η|2. (48)
On the one hand, this equation has a positive real root for some η if and only if 1 < λ+(q).
On the other hand, the equation (0, η) = 0 has a non-trivial solution when λ−(q) 1 λ+(q).
In conclusion, we have:
Theorem 6.1. Let n and d be equal to three, and let W be defined by (45), where V,Y,Z ∈ R2.
Finally, let q be the quadratic form defined by (47) and λ±(q) be its eigenvalues. Then:
(1) The hyperbolic homogeneous IBVP associated to W is well-posed if and only if λ+(q) < 1.
(2) The corresponding elliptic BVP is ill-posed if and only if λ−(q) 1 λ+(q).
The well-posedness of the evolution problem could have been obtain directly from the expres-
sion (46): H(η) is positive definite if, and only if, q(η)− |η|2 is negative definite.
This example shows that the transition from the well- to the ill-posedness for the hyperbolic
IBVP occurs at one of the two boundaries of the region (in the (V ,Y,Z)-space) of ill-posedness
for the elliptic BVP. In particular, the elliptic BVP may be well-posed when the hyperbolic IBVP
is ill-posed; this happens when λ−(q) > 1.
When λ+(q) < 1, the well-posedness of the hyperbolic IBVP is a consequence of Theo-
rem 3.5. Alternately, we may remark that W is convexifiable in the sense of Section 2.1, and
then apply the Hille–Yosida theorem. Thanks to Theorem 2.1, and since d = 3, we only have to
verify that W(G,F3·) is positive whenever G ∈ M2×3(R) has rank one. To check this property,
we rewrite
2W(∇xu) = |Bu|2 +W1(∇yu),
where B is the boundary operator and
W1(∇yu) = |∇yu|2 − (V · ∇yu2 −Z · ∇yu3)2 − (Y · ∇yu3 − V · ∇yu1)2
− (Z · ∇yu1 − Y · ∇yu2)2.
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W1(η ⊗ r) = |η|2|r|2 −
∣∣∣∣∣r ×
(
Y · η
Z · η
V · η
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
Because of |r × σ | |r| |σ |, we deduce
W1(η ⊗ r)
(|η|2 − q(η))|r|2,
which is positive if λ+(q) 1. Whence W is convexifiable.
6.3. Isotropic elasticity
We turn now to a practical application in elasticity, where again n = d = 3. We consider the
case of an isotropic stored energy density given by (5). We recall that W is convex if λ 0 and
2λ + 3μ 0, and that it is convexifiable by a TNF if λ 0 and λ + μ 0, the latter condition
being weaker than the former.
The differential operator. The PDEs for x3 > 0 are
∂2t u= λu+ (λ+μ)∇ divu. (49)
Let us perform the Laplace–Fourier transform. In the new unknown, we distinguish the tan-
gential components v⊥ := (v1, v2) and the normal component vd . Because of isotropy, it is
enough to work with the scalar quantity w := iv⊥ · η:
τ 2w = λw′′ − (2λ+μ)|η|2w − (λ+μ)|η|2vd,
τ 2vd = (2λ+μ)v′′d − λ|η|2vd + (λ+μ)w′.
Let us assume that τ > 0, so that τ 2 ∈ C \ R−. When looking for modes in exp(−ωxd), we
find that ω ∈ {ωP ,ωS}, where
ωP,S :=
√
τ 2
c2P,S
+ |η|2
and
cP :=
√
2λ+μ, cS :=
√
λ
are the velocities of the pressure ans shear waves. These are the waves propagated by Eq. (49).
They are distinct provided λ+μ = 0 and τ = 0. Notice that cP is larger than cS in the convexifi-
able case, and smaller otherwise. When either λ+μ = 0 or τ = 0, we have ωP = ωS , and there
is an additional mode of the form (axd + b) exp(−ωxd).
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proportional to the vector
(
w,vd,w
′, v′d
)
P
:= (|η|2,ωP ,−ωP |η|2,−ω2P ),
and that the mode associated to ωS is proportional to the vector(
w,vd,w
′, v′d
)
S
:= (ωS,1,−ω2S,−ωS).
The boundary condition. In this variational context, the boundary condition is that of zero
normal stress:
λ(∂du+ ∇ud)+μ(divu)ed = 0, x3 = 0.
After the Fourier–Laplace transformation, we find the equivalent system
w′ − |η|2vd = 0,
(2λ+μ)u′d +μw = 0.
The Lopatinskiı˘ determinant. We now write that (w,vd,w′, v′d) is a linear combination of the
pressure and shear modes:
(
w,vd,w
′, v′d
)= α(w,vd,w′, v′d)S + β(w,vd,w′, v′d)P .
Writing the boundary condition, we obtain a 2 × 2 linear system, of which the determinant is the
Lopatinskiı˘ determinant:
(τ,η) =
∣∣∣∣ω
2
S + |η|2 2|η|2ωP
−2λωS μ|η|2 − (2λ+μ)ω2P
∣∣∣∣ .
This gives
λ−1(τ,η)= 4|η|2ωSωP −
(
2|η|2 + τ
2
λ
)2
. (50)
This formula extends by continuity when τ = 0.
Discussion. If  vanishes, then
16|η|4
(
|η|2 + τ
2
c2S
)(
|η|2 + τ
2
c2P
)
=
(
2|η|2 + τ
2
c2S
)4
,
an equation that can be recast into Q(τ 2/|η|2) = 0, where
Q(z) :=
(
z
c2
+ 2
)4
− 16
(
z
c2
+ 1
)(
z
c2
+ 1
)
.S S P
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Q
(−c2S)= 1, Q(0) = 0, Q′(0) = 16
(
1
c2S
− 1
c2P
)
, Q(±∞) = +∞.
If λ+μ is positive, W is convexifiable by a TNF, and therefore the homogeneous hyperbolic
IBVP is well-posed. This can be checked directly by showing that  does not vanish, except at
boundary points of elliptic type τ = ±icR|η|, where −c2R is the unique root of Q in the interval
(−c2S,0). Notice that Q′(0) is positive in this case, so that such a root must exist. The number
cR , with the dimension of a velocity, is the speed of Rayleigh waves, the FESW of this problem.
If λ + μ is negative, then Q′(0) is negative, and Q must have a positive root c2, by the
Intermediate Value theorem. For τ = c|η|, we then have
(
4|η|2ωSωP +
(
2|η|2 + τ
2
λ
)2)
(τ,η) = 0,
where the parenthesis is a positive real number. Therefore (c|η|, η) ≡ 0 and the hyperbolic
IBVP is strongly ill-posed.
Theorem 6.2. When n = d = 3 and the energy density is given by (5), with λ > 0 and 2λ+μ> 0
for uniform rank-one convexity, we have:
(1) The homogeneous hyperbolic IBVP is well-posed provided λ + μ > 0, or equivalently
cP > cS .
(2) The hyperbolic IBVP is strongly ill-posed when λ+μ< 0, that is cP < cS .
Remark.
• This result is remarkable because uniform rank-one convexity is the stability condition for
states in the interior of the elastic body. We have shown above that this property is not
sufficient to ensure the stability of a state along the boundary of the body.
• The assumption of isotropy is rather restrictive. In practice, the stored energy density is non-
linear, and the stability question of a given state involves the Hessian of the energy at this
state. Even if the non-linear energy is isotropic, there is no good reason why this Hessian
would be isotropic if the ground state is not itself isotropic.
• When λ + μ > 0, Theorem 3.5 tells that the stored energy is convex and coercive over
H˙ 1(Ω). This does not follow directly from formula (7); the latter, plus the strict positivity of
λ+μ> 0, certainly give a control of the L2-norms of ∂iui (i = 1, . . . ,3), ∂1u2 and ∂2u1, and
of ∂2u3 + ∂3u2, ∂1u3 + ∂3u1. But since Ω has a boundary, Korn’s inequality does not apply
and this does not give a control neither of ∂3u nor of ∇u3. As remarked in Section 3.5.1, the
coercivity of W comes from a corrector that is neither a null-from (it does yield a boundary
integral), nor differential (the matrix K does depend on η). Following Section 3.5, we may
take
K(η) =
(
λ|η|I2 i(ν − λ)η
T
)
i(λ− ν)η λ|η|
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The steady elliptic BVP. Because of the coincidence between ωP and ωS when τ = 0, the
calculation above does not give an answer for the steady BVP. This is due to our choice of the
modes, because we do not obtain the affine modes in the limit; it has the effect that  becomes
trivial in this limit case. A more careful analysis would give us a non-trivial function .
Here, the differential equations imply
(
∂2d − |η|2
)2
w = 0,
and the same for vd . The modes that decay at +∞ thus satisfy
(
∂d + |η|
)2
w = 0, (∂d + |η|)2vd = 0.
In other words, we have w = (αxd + β) exp(−|η|xd), with an analogous formula for vd . Going
back to the very ODEs, we find the general formula for the decaying modes:
w = ((λ+μ)axd + b)|η|2e−|η|xd ,
vd =
(
(λ+μ)a|η|xd + (3λ+μ)a + b|η|
)
e−|η|xd .
Inserting this into the boundary conditions, we obtain again a linear 2 × 2 system, whence a
correct Lopatinskiı˘ determinant
(0, η) = −4λ(λ+μ)|η|4.
This shows that the elliptic BVP is well-posed if and only if λ+μ = 0.
Remark that the ill-posed elliptic BVPs form a hypersurface in the space of parameters (λ,μ),
despite the dimension three of the physical domain. This is due to the isotropy assumption. For
a non-isotropic energy density, we expect that these ill-posed steady problems form a set of
non-void interior. Then the transition between well-posed and ill-posed hyperbolic IBVPs would
occur along a boundary of this set.
6.4. Phase transition in a van der Waals fluid
Kreiss’ and Sakamoto’s theory of hyperbolic IBVPs has been adapted by A. Majda [12] to
treat the linearized stability of shock waves in systems of conservation laws (a second paper
[13] treats the non-linear stability). The context differs slightly, in the sense that the boundary
condition is coupled with a PDE that describes the evolution of the shock front. These bound-
ary conditions come from the linearization of the Rankine–Hugoniot condition. Despite these
technical differences, the same notions of Kreiss–Lopatinskiı˘ condition, UKL and Lopatinskiı˘
determinant remain relevant.
Majda’s method is relevant for Lax shocks, where the Rankine–Hugoniot condition pro-
vides the right number of boundary conditions. It has been adapted by H. Freistühler [7] to
so-called undercompressive shocks, when additional jump conditions are given in complement
of the Rankine–Hugoniot condition. This extension of the theory is particularly relevant to phase
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inviscid, isentropic compressible fluid. The unknowns are the density ρ and the velocity v. The
equations govern the conservation of mass and momentum:
∂tρ + div(ρv)= 0, (51)
∂t (ρv)+ Div(ρv ⊗ v)+ ∇xp = 0. (52)
The pressure is given as a non-monotone equation of state p = π(ρ). The function π is increasing
on (0, ρ−) (gas phase) and (ρ+,+∞) (liquid phase), while being decreasing over (ρ−, ρ+).
Notice that (51), (52) imply formally the conservation of energy
∂t
(
1
2
ρ|v|2 + ρε(ρ)
)
+ div
((
1
2
ρ|v|2 + ρε(ρ)+ π(ρ)
)
v
)
= 0, (53)
where ε is the function defined by
dε
dρ
= π(ρ)
ρ2
.
The gas and liquid phases are the states for which system (51), (52) is hyperbolic. The sound
speed c is then the real number
√
π ′(ρ). Given a discontinuity across a smooth hypersurface, it
fulfills the Lax shock condition if the normal velocity V of the shock front satisfies the inequali-
ties
(v · ν + c)+, (v · ν − c)− <V < (v · ν + c)−, (54)
where the subscripts ± refer to the state ahead or back to the shock, and v · ν is the normal fluid
velocity (flow rate).
When a discontinuity separates a gas state from a liquid state, it is often an under-compressive
shock, in the sense that
(v · ν − c)± <V < (v · ν + c)±. (55)
Such a discontinuity is a candidate for a phase boundary. However, because the number of char-
acteristics emerging from a phase boundary is one unit more than for a Lax shock, one needs one
extra jump condition, besides the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions. In particular, the set of admis-
sible phase boundaries form a hypersurface in the set of algebraically possible discontinuities.
What this extra condition can be is a delicate matter. Several approaches have been considered,
among which the viscous-capillar criterion. This involves the existence of a smooth profile for the
system (51), (52), augmented by Newton viscosity and Korteweg capillarity. See, for instance,
the review paper by Fan and Slemrod [6]. The special case where the viscosity is ignored has
been treated by S. Benzoni-Gavage [2]. Its extra jump condition is fully explicit, and tells that
the conservation of energy (53) holds true across a phase boundary.8
In absence of shock waves, the model considered by S. Benzoni has a variational structure,
which explains why the energy is conserved across phase boundaries. Thus it is not surprising
8 The total energy would decay across a Lax shock.
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slightly different form than the one studied in the present article. Thus the main result of [2], the
existence of finite energy surface waves in this linearized problem is likely to be a consequence
of this structure, in the same spirit as in our Theorem 3.3. We leave this justification for a future
work.
7. General domain and variable coefficient
We turn towards the realistic case where Ω is a smooth open domain in Rd and the quadratic
energy density W(x;∇xu) may depend smoothly upon the space variable. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we limit ourselves to bounded domains. The smoothness required for the boundary and
the coefficients is C2. The Lagrangian
L[u] :=
∫ ∫
Ω
(|∂tu|2 −W(x;∇xu))dx dt
defines an initial boundary-value problem in Ω . From this IBVP, we define a family of IBVPs
with constant coefficients in half-spaces, parametrized by the elements of the boundary ∂Ω . To
each point x0 ∈ ∂Ω , we associate the Lagrangian
L[u] :=
∫ ∫
ω(x0)
(|∂tu|2 −W(x0;∇xu))dx dt,
where ω(x0) is the half-space with the same outer normal ν(x0) at x0 as Ω :
ω(x0) = {x: (x − x0) · ν(x0) < 0}.
Following Kreiss [10], a necessary condition for the strong well-posedness of our problem is
that the above constant coefficients IBVP be strongly well-posed for each x0 in ∂Ω . From The-
orem 3.5, this amounts to saying that
W[x0;u] :=
∫
ω(x0)
W(x0;∇xu) dx
is convex and coercive over H˙ 1(ω(x0)), a fact that can be verified by checking whether some
Hermitian matrix H(x0;η) is positive definite.
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. Let Ω be a bounded open domain with a C2 boundary, and x → W(x; ·) be a C2
map from Ω into the space of quadratic forms. Let us assume that:
(1) At every point x in Ω , W(x; ·) is strictly rank-one convex.
(2) At every boundary point x0, the corresponding constant coefficient IBVP is strongly well-
posed.
Then the IBVP associated with the Lagrangian L above is strongly well-posed.
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Theorem 7.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.1, there exists two positive constants  and C,
such that
W[u] ‖∇xu‖2L2(ω) −C‖u‖2L2(ω).
Proof. If x1 ∈ Ω , let us define
Y[x1;u] :=
∫
Rd
W(x1;∇xu) dx.
By rank-one convexity, there exists a positive number α(x1) such that Y[x1;u] α(x1)‖∇xu‖2,
where ‖·‖ stands for the L2(Rd)-norm. Since W varies smoothly with x, and since Ω is compact,
we have
inf
x1∈Ω
α(x1) > 0.
Likewise, Theorem 3.5 tells that if x0 is a boundary point, then W[x0;u] dominates
β(x0)
∫
ω(x0)
‖∇xu‖2 dx
for some positive number β(x0). Again, continuity and compactness of the boundary imply
inf
x0∈∂Ω
β(x0) > 0.
In short, there exists a number γ > 0 such that for every interior point x1 or boundary point x0,
there holds true
Y[x1;u] γ ‖∇xu‖2, W[x0;u] γ ‖∇xu‖2,
where we employ the L2-norm, either of Rd or the half-space ω(x0), according to the context.
Let the ball B = B(x1; r) be contained in Ω . If u ∈ H 1(Ω) has support contained in B ,
extension by zero yields a u˜ ∈ H˙ 1(Rd). Then
W[u] = Y[x1; u˜] +
∫
B
(
W(x;∇xu)−W(x1;∇xu)
)
dx.
Because of smoothness, we derive
W[u] γ ‖∇xu‖2 −O(r)‖∇xu‖2.
Therefore, choosing r small enough, we are certain that
W[u] γ ‖∇xu‖22
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case of a boundary point x0, we employ the same argument, but we need another technical tool.
If r is small enough, then B ∩Ω is diffeomorphic to a half-ball
B+ :=
{
x: (x − x0) · ν(x0) < 0 and |x − x0|< r
}
.
Notice that we chose the same radii r for B and the reference ball, in order to control the C2-
norms of the diffeomorphism φ, uniformly with respect to x0. Without loss of generality, we may
also chose φ in such a way that Dφ(x0) is the identity. If u ∈H 1(Ω) has support contained in B ,
let us define v :B+ → Rn by v(φ(x)) = u(x). Using θ := φ−1, we have
W[u] =
∫
B
W(x;∇xu) dx =
∫
B
W
(
x;∇x(v ◦ φ)
)
dx
=
∫
B+
W
(
θ(y); (∇yv)(Dxφ) ◦ θ
)
(det Dyθ) dy.
As above, we write
W[u] =
∫
B+
(
W(x0;∇yv)+O(r)|∇yv|2
)
dy.
Since the extension by zero v˜ belongs to H˙ 1(ω(x0)), we may replace v by v˜ and the domain B+
by the half-space ω(x0) in the above equality. We therefore obtain
W[u] (γ −O(r))‖∇yv˜‖2.
Then, using v = u ◦ θ and Dφ(x0) = Id , we find
W[u] (γ −O(r))‖∇yu‖2.
Thus choosing r small enough, we have
W[u] γ
2
‖∇yu‖2
for every u with support in B(x0; r). Again, r > 0 can be chosen uniformly with respect to the
boundary point x0.
Let us fix r > 0 as above. By compactness we may cover Ω by a finite collection of balls Bj :=
B(xj ; r) where either Bj ⊂ Ω or xj ∈ ∂Ω (here it is useful to take r less than the minimum of
the curvature of the boundary). Let (ρ1, . . . , ρN) be a partition of unity over Ω adapted to the
B ′j s, with ρj  0. If u ∈ H 1(Ω), we define
uj := ρju, ujk := √ρjρk u.
Using the polar form Ψ of W , we have
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∑
j
W(x;∇uj )+ 2
∑
j<k
Ψ (x;∇uj ,∇uk)
=
∑
j
W(x;∇uj )+ 2
∑
j<k
Ψ (x;ρj∇u+ u⊗ ∇ρj ,ρk∇u+ u⊗ ∇ρk)
=
∑
j
W(x;∇uj )+ 2
∑
j<k
ρjρkW(x;∇u)+O(u∇u)+O
(
u2
)
=
∑
j
W(x;∇uj )+ 2
∑
j<k
W(x;∇ujk)+O(u∇u)+O
(
u2
)
.
Integrating over Ω and using the basic inequalities for fields with compact supports in a Bj , we
deduce
W[u] γ
2
(∑
j
‖∇uj‖2 + 2
∑
jk
‖∇ujk‖2
)
−C‖u‖‖∇u‖ −C‖u‖2,
where C denotes various generic constants. Playing the same game as above, we now have
‖∇ujk‖2 =
∫
Ω
(∇uj · ∇uk +O(u∇u)+O(u2))dx.
We thus obtain
W[u] γ
2
(∑
j
‖∇uj‖2 + 2
∑
jk
∫
Ω
∇uj · ∇uk dx
)
−C‖u‖‖∇u‖ −C‖u‖2
= γ
2
‖∇u‖2 −C‖u‖‖∇u‖ −C‖u‖2.
Finally, the Young inequality gives the desired result with for instance  = γ /4. 
7.1. Conclusion
Theorem 7.1 tells that to know whether a second-order IBVP, originated from a quadratic
Lagrangian, is strongly well-posed, it suffices to verify that on the one hand, the energy density
is strictly rank-one convex at every point, and on the other hand, that the constant coefficient
IBVPs associated to every boundary points are strongly well-posed. To check the latter point,
we may employ Theorem 3.5. In summary, provided the obvious necessary condition of strict
rank-one convexity is fulfilled, the original IBVP is strongly well-posed if, and only if, a fam-
ily of Hermitian matrices H(x0;η), parametrized by boundary points and unit tangent vectors
(ν(x0) · η = 0 and |η| = 1), lies within the cone of positive definite matrices. These H(x0;η) are
given in terms of the unique stable solution P(x0;η) of a quadratic equation
−Λ(x0)P 2 + iS(x0;η)P +Σ(x0;η)= 0n,
446 D. Serre / Journal of Functional Analysis 236 (2006) 409–446where Λ, S and Σ are Hermitian, S is linear and Σ quadratic in η and
ξ2Λ(x0)− ξS(x0;η)+Σ(x0;η) α
(
ξ2 + |η|2), ∀(ξ, η) ∈ Rd, ∀x0 ∈ ∂Ω,
for some positive α (strict rank-one convexity).
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